STEDI PEDI™
INSTRUCTIONS
It's easy...open the Stedi Pedi and pull the
footpad up and forward until it "clicks" into
place.
Three ways to use your Stedi Pedi!
Choose the position most comfortable for
your body type and flexibility level.
1. Insert between a mattress
and box spring. Important...Make
sure you push the Stedi Pedi in all
the way to the line indicated on the
label at the base of the extended
footpad.
2. Insert the Stedi Pedi under a
cushion on a couch or chair.
Important...Make sure you push the
Stedi Pedi in all the way to the
line indicated on the label at the
base of the extended footpad.
3. For this method you will need
to stick the rubber "bumpers"
provided onto the four corners
of the Stedi Pedi box top. Open
the Stedi Pedi and place on a
chair or any other hard surface.
Important...Make sure the hinge is
at least 3" behind the edge of the
chair. Place a folded towel over the
back portion of the Stedi Pedi and sit
on the towel to hold the Stedi Pedi secure.

Try all three methods to see which one
works best for you.
See other side for more instructions

Battery Installation:
Remove battery pack from Stedi Pedi. It is held in
by clips under the footpad. Remove battery door
and install three AA batteries (not included) per
pictures inside the battery cavity. Close door and
clip back into the underside of footpad making sure
to keep the labeled side up. USB port should be
visible through the top front of the footpad.
Plug your task light into the battery pack for extra
illumination.
Also available on our website are an LED lit
magnifier and a drying fan that plug into the
battery pack. In addition, a separate battery pack
base is available to make it easy to use all of the
accessories for manicures as well.
Go to www.StediPedi.com
Foam:
The two foam pieces located in
either side of the top are used to
help hold items in the two side
trays next to the footpad when the
top is closed. The other square
foam pad located in the side tray
is movable and can be pushed up
against bottles (nail polish, remover, etc.) to hold
them securely against the front lip of the tray. You
can move this from side to side for right handed or
left handed operation.

Enjoy your Stedi Pedi!
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